DECORATIVE FRAME ACCESSORY
COMPATABILITY CHART
For the Decorative Frame accessory to properly fit it must
completely cover the bezel on the display.

Depending on the brand and model of display, this measurement
may or may not be the same as the width of the upper bezel.

The frame will fit the display if the top, side and bottom bezels on
display all measure less than 4 ½" (114mm).
Use the figure below and the Display Compatability Tables on page
2 to determine if frame will work with display.

TELEVISIONS MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE
DIMENSIONS

To make sure frame fits a particular display:
1.
2.

Measure width of upper bezel on display.
Measure the distance from the top of display to the inside of the
upper bezel (Edge of screen).
3. Record measurement.
4. Measure width of side bezels on display.
5. Measure the distance from the right or left of display to the inside
of the right or left bezel (edge of screen).
NOTE: Right and left bezels should be the same so only one side
needs to be measured.

6.

Record measurement.
NOTE: The left and right side bezels will be the same width so you
only have to do this on one side of your TV.
7.
8.
9.

Diagonal Dim.

32

42

50

Height

Width

(inches / mm)

(inches / mm)

23 31/32

37 3/32

(609mm)

(942mm)

28 57/64

45 13/16

(734mm)

(1164mm)

32 27/32

52 25/32

(834mm)

(1341mm)

Measure the width of lower bezel on display.
Measure the distance from the bottom of display to the inside of
the bottom bezel (edge of screen).
Record measurement.
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